'Within Ten Years 50% of Americans Will Be Chipped'
- Joy of Satan Forums Contributions

– Tech Pioneer
Sputniknews

[My note: This person already has a chip implanted in their hand. The CEO of the parent of the tech company, Verichip the Jew...(((Silverman))).... that is behind these chips .... Demanding they are going to keep pushing this chipping of the populace till its normalized....

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBGphLzwo6w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9E3goVJNZRE

The Jews are going to be able to scan you like a store bought item..... All your information will be on this, even tracking devices within this as openly stated. Notice the talking heads of the Jew media try and turn natural concerns into a joke, using fake humor to downplay this. This is the toe in the door.

They are promoting this in their Jewish Media as a positive:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2gKJeM6Ihw

They are promoting this in Sweden, no surprise......
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L26w5jNAmW0

Last week it emerged that US naval officers have held discussions with Zoltan Istvan of the Transhumanist political party, who is also running as a candidate for the US presidency. He advocates fitting human beings with technology, including microchips, to boost brain power or enhance physical attributes. Istvan himself has a microchip in his hand that he uses to give out business cards, send text messages, or start his car. He told Radio Sputn.. -

Verichip-New World Order-Human Cip Implant:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfPX59y4KxE
The Rockefellers are Jewish along with all the international Banking Jewish elites....

The mention of the Mark of the Beast in the Bible is simply using predictive programming to gas light the Goyim to accept this as part of (((Gods))) plan. The 666 is the number of the sun which rules kingship and power, hence the use of this numerology. This is why the Jews give 666 as the number of the (((Temple of Solomon))) in the Torah, the symbol of their Messianic global Kingdom, which is outlined in the book of Daniel in the Torah.